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GIDE – Group for International Design Education – is an international 
consortium of higher education design schools, which work together in 
order to enrich the experience of students in the areas of architecture and 
interior design, industrial & interaction design, art & (interdisciplinary) 
practice, service design and visual communication. 

GIDE was founded in 2003 emerging from an earlier collaboration in 
which Graham Savage at Leeds was a founder. 
The group consist of 8 main partner colleges from Belgium, England, 
Germany, Italy, Scotland, Slovenia, Switzerland and China and has 
recently worked with guests schools from USA and Canada - and in the 
past worked with schools from France and the Netherlands.

GIDE’S main objectives are to promote the exchange of design ideas and 
cultural experiences across the European Union and beyond. 
Internationalisation is not only an experience of some exchange students 
and staff, but should influence all the school’s students and staff.

GIDE promotes the exchange of design education with an ethical 
dimension; exploring multidisciplinary and intercultural experiences; 
working practices and competences. Academics and students investigate 
a common theme, sharing experiences, cultures and design capabilities. 
The different approaches to project design and the different aspects of 
the discipline of the participating schools, will help to make this work an 
interesting opportunity to explore the role of creative collaboration in 
re-imagining scenarios of contemporary life and society.
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Following the Gide Workshop in Ljubljana 2010, hosted 
by SUPSI (University of Applied Sciences and Arts of 
Southern Switzerland), the Laboratory of Visual Culture 
- together with the Interior Architecture and Visual 
Communication Bachelor Degree Courses - started the 
project for the new concept and design of the annual 
GIDE book. The project is part of an established tradition 
and useful collaboration among different school 
disciplines. Within the Laboratory of Visual Culture, 
professors, researchers and designers focused on the 
aims of the project and concept of the book. During the 
atelier of Visual Communication, students developed 
possible solutions to outline the GIDE Identity. The 
Laboratory of Visual Culture, on the basis of the atelier 
results, designed the new book concept.
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'GIDE campUS describes' the international workshop week hosted by 
the School of Design - Politecnico di Milano in October 2015. It offers 
essay by the scientific coordinators of the GIDEmilano2015 event. 
Between academic year 2015/16 GIDE institutions then worked for one 
semester inspired by the Milan workshop week and developed diverse 
project responses to the "campUS - among+with+for student&citizen" 
topic, the results of which were subsequently exhibited in Leeds in 
February 2016.

“campUS - among+with+for students&citizens” theme is connected 
to the research project “campUS - Incubation and settings for 
social practices” (2014/16), carried out by Politecnico di Milano 
(Design, Management Engineering and Architecture&Urban Studies 
Department); it was one of the research programmes that won the 
Polisocial Award 2014 (Polisocial, the social responsibility programme 
at Politecnico di Milano). campUS is a research programme acting for a 
virtuous relation between University spaces and competence, and the 
local context in which they are located. This relation between urban 
neighbourhoods and universities can be made possible through the 
organisation of spaces and actions that are able to increase resilience 
and facilitate interaction, integration and social cohesion. The campUS 
project falls within this scope and aims to become a flexible model for the 
interaction of local, social spaces, and an agent for the implementation 
of social practices.
For the GIDE workshop theme, “campUS - among+with+for 
student&citizen” - has been a scaled experimentation of the research 
project “campUS - Incubation and settings for social practices”. With 
“among+with+for students&citizens” as its main topic, the workshop 
wanted to offer international participants the opportunity to investigate 
renewed and dynamic relationships between the city of Milan and its 
inhabitants and undergraduate students of local universities.

Instructors and students investigated a common theme, sharing 
experiences, cultures, approaches and design skills. Results underline 
the key role interdisciplinary collaboration plays in the developing new 
scenarios for contemporary living and social need.
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DAVIDE FASSI

Associate Professor, International relations and affairs delegate 

School of Design, Design Department – Politecnico di Milano, ITALY

GIDE, the Group for International Design Education, operates 
on a February to February cycle: every year, a common topic 
is proposed by one of the partners to be developed in the 
following semester in a design studio. The topic always has a 
broad theme, allowing all the schools to conduct it according 
to their own approach. The workshop, with more than 180 
participants, takes place at the end of the semester in one of the 
partner schools, and is the opportunity to promote an exchange 
between different approaches to creative thinking and design 
through an intensive ‘deep-dive’ week including a symposium, 
a multidisciplinary student workshop and an international 
exhibition.
In 2015, Milano hosted the GIDE event, which took place in 
October, 5th-9th at the School of Design of the Politecnico 
di Milano. The topic was “campUS - among+with+for 
students&citizens”, connected to the ongoing research project 
“campUS - Incubation and settings for social practices”1, carried 
out by Politecnico di Milano (Design, Management Engineering 
and Architecture&Urban Studies Department). It started in 
October 2014 and was one of the research programmes 
that won the Polisocial Award 20142. The main focus is the 
connection between the campus and the area surrounding 
the university, and the students and the citizens through a 
community-centred design approach. It is organized into two 
main, parallel areas of intervention: ‘campUS in’ - actions taking 
place inside the university campus by defining and using specific 
tools aimed at making the university spaces more liveable and 
usable for local residents, and ‘campUS out’, - actions taking 
place outside the university spaces with permanent actions 
following the prototyping phase, which have the potential to 
become social enterprises. The two areas of intervention help 

to define strategies and actions for supporting social innovation 
and cohesion activities in the local urban context with the aim 
of identifying a scalable model of intervention. 
Through the GIDE workshop, the campUS goals were explored 
to establish a connection between spaces in the university and 
the city with the contribution of international students and 
lecturers participating in the workshop. 
During the workshop, 150 students and tutors have 
been divided into 12 groups to work on 12 stories related to 12 
moments of a regular day of a student in Milan. Each moment 
has been connected to 12 significant places in Milan.
The goal of the workshop was to design 12 temporary settings 
about these stories and these places through micro-settings and 
digital tools, to increase the comprehension and connection 
between the city users and the urban spaces.
We collected the whole city and its daily gestures in our university, 
open it up towards the Milanese and local inhabitants. An ideal 
connection between the campus and the city, where stories and 
places could feed each-others and grow together: a campUS.

The GIDE Milano 2015 event has been organized by the School and the 
Department of Design of the Politecnico di Milano, with the patronage 
of Expo Milano 2015 - Feeding the planet, Energy for Life, endorsed by 
Polisocial - the social responsibility programme at Politecnico di Milano, and with 
the technical sponsorship of Birrificio Angelo Poretti, Golosità dei trulli, One glass 
Wine, The FabLab; location partner: Ex Acciaierie Ansaldo, BASE Milano.

Scientific coordinators Davide Fassi, Agnese Rebaglio
Scientific co-coordinator Annalinda De Rosa
Operational managers and PSS design  Mara Colzani, Marta Maierna, 
Francesca Padovan
Collaborators Claudia Mastrantonio, Martina Mazzarello, Silvia Rizzello
Volunteers Ottla Arrigoni, Andrea Baldin, Greta Bosisio, Silvia Cardella, Beatrice 
Ciotola, Alessia Di Francesca, Tina Fazeli, Marco Focaccia, Sara Gabbioni, Huiling 
Li, Agathe Martinot, Vanessa Monna, Umamaheshwar Naradas, Davide Pedone, 
Luca Piallini, Andrea Pusineri, Tobia Scapin, Oriana Serra, Roxane Spang
Thanks to Laboratorio Allestimenti “Paolo Padova”, Lab Immagine del 
Dipartimento di Design, Archivi Storici del Politecnico di Milano, Design 
Department Administration Offices, Relé Office – International Relations and 
Projects – Politecnico di Milano, ESN – Erasmus Student Network, Luisa Collina, 
Luciano Crespi, Alice Holmberg, Ico Migliore, Davide Crippa, Giulia Cugnasca 
and Valentina La Terza of “Avanzi. Sostenibilità perAzioni”, Daniela Petrillo, Anna 
Maria Stefani, Laura Marchini - Corporate Affairs Manager-Carlsberg Italia S.p.A
Special thanks to  Francesca Piredda, Elisa Bertolotti, Mariana Ciancia and 
Simona Venditti (Imagis Lab – Design Department)

1. 
campUS project website: http://www.progettocampus.polimi.it
2.
Polisocial, the social responsibility programme at Politecnico di Milano, whose 
aim is to place the university in close contact with the dynamics of change in 
society, extending the university’s mission to social issues and needs that arise 
from the territory, on both a local and global level. The Polisocial Award competi-
tion finances the best research projects with social purposes in order to foster 
scientific research and the realization of innovative services.
http://www.polisocial.polimi.it/en/home-en/

Pictures of the GIDE Milano 2015 event held at the School of Design, Politecnico di Milano: 
the open lecture, the GIDE Feed the Planet exhibition at BASEmilano and at the School of 
Design, the workshop activities and city visits; the GIDE Milano supporting staff.

Photo credits: © A. Fada-E. Cervi/Lab Immagine Design, Dipartimento di Design, Politecnico 
di Milano – labimmagine-design@polimi.it; the GIDE students and staff.
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DAVIDE FASSI, Associate Professor, International relations and affairs 

delegate, School of Design, Design Department – Politecnico di Milano, 

ITALY

AGNESE REBAGLIO, Assistant Professor, School of Design, Design 

Department – Politecnico di Milano, ITALY

ANNALINDA DE ROSA, PhD candidate and teaching assistant, School 

of Design, Design Department – Politecnico di Milano, ITALY

Sometimes cities host big events that change their landscape.
This is what happened in Milan: 2015 was a special year of 
change for the town. Expo Milan 2015 fostered a massive urban 
regeneration throughout the whole city, due to: the regeneration 
of a number of districts; improvements in public transport; the 
establishment of new spaces for culture and tourism; increased 
demand for and provision of hospitality facilities1. Macro 
and micro interventions in and around the city re-shaped its 
spaces, its services, its way of living and its overall perception. 
Nowadays, everyone can walk through Milan and look around 
its renewal. By sitting in front of the Darsena, where the water 
canals finish their running; by taking the train to Expo site; by 
walking in Piazza Gae Aulenti and observe the new skyscrapers; 
by using car and bike sharing services; by spending time visiting 
new museums and historical places. 
Meanwhile, a city is also shaped by the everyday life of its 
inhabitants. People live, love, eat, study, work, have free time, 
run, buy, and meet each other in it (Fassi, 2012). Lots of “little 
acts” happen in places that become part of our life, some rituals 
are repeated in the same place and we grow close to them. The 
city becomes the offstage for citizens’ daily gestures, for their 
small and their great stories.

Universities as places for communities
University campuses are some of these places. Every day, 
thousands of students and teachers move towards the 
university and spend there most of their day. They bring with 
them their own personality, their different cultures: lots of them 

1. campUS research project activities with the Bovisa district citizens at the 
School of Design campus - Politecnico di Milano.
Ph. Chiara Francione

1. 
According to the official data given by EXPO 2015, more than 21 million people 
visited the event over 184 days; 20,000 workers were employed; 2.3billion euros 
were spent by the visitors (travel, entrance fee, food etc.) and the City of Milan 

was placed in the top 3 tourist destination by the Lonely planet Guide in 2015.
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come from other countries or other regions. They are living 
in the neighbourhood where the campuses were built. And 
the neighbourhood opens to them, hosts and meets them, 
growing with them.
campUS title stands for this connection among the campus and 
the university area, the students and the citizens:

campUS as a place for students and citizens
campUS as a collector of skills, competences, creativity to 
be used in the town

"campUS - Incubation and settings for social practices"
This is also happening to the School of Design - Politecnico 
di Milano. Located in the Bovisa district of Milan, with a 
strong industrial past which let us landmarks, cultural heritage 
buildings, new development areas, the campus is slowly 
becoming a place open to the city and the citizens. 
The campus was built at the end of the 90s on the grounds 
of “Ceretti & Tanfani”, a historical company producing cable 
railways, which made the Bovisa neighbourhood a working class 
district. The campus then became an “island for students” and 
most of the people who once knew the place as an industrial 
area, have never had the chance to see how it has transformed.
Several co-design actions attempted to change this tendency, 
involving both the academic community (professors, students 
and researchers) and the neighbourhood (inhabitants and 
local organisations). In 2011, the Polimi Desis Lab2 research 
team (which the authors belong to) started to work in the 
context of the Milano Bovisa campus, considering the main 
green area as a hidden public space to be empowered. The 
first co-designed process was the creation of 'Coltivando - The 
community garden at the Politecnico di Milano'. A structured 
process moved from community consultations open to local 
stakeholders and people from the Bovisa neighbourhood to 
designed activities engaging students, researchers and citizens 
to the development of a new shared urban space. This research 
project, now an established place in the neighbourhood 
and recognised throughout Milan, led to the "campUS - 
Incubation and settings for social practices" research project 
(see 'Introduction'). It expands the experimentation into 
other contexts of the district (primary and middle schools, the 
Bovisasca neighbourhood), advancing the idea of the campus 

as a pivotal starting point for experimentation, reflecting on 
how a hub for design education could enhance social inclusion 
at the local level. The “citizens” of the university (researchers, 
students) are actually part of a living lab, an incubator of 
knowledge with the capacity to spread it.3 In the contemporary 
city-system, universities can play a central role not only for the 
internal community but also for the external one, counteracting 
the decline of national regulatory capacity (Chatterton, 2000). 
Nowadays universities play a pivotal role in-between public 
administrations, ventures and citizens and are encouraged from 
both sides to be active at their local level and leaders at a global 
one, in a complex territorial dynamic.
Design universities, above all, bring with them a design thinking 
approach, where user involvement, co-operation and action-
creation-testing and continuous learning milestones can be 
introduced into governmental and civil society.

“campUS - among+with+for student&citizen”
For the GIDE workshop, as mentioned above, the topic 
was “campUS - among+with+for student&citizen” - a 
scaled experimentation of the ongoing research project 
“campUS - Incubation and settings for social practices”. 
With “among+with+for students&citizens” as its main topic, 
the workshop wanted to offer international participants the 
opportunity to investigate renewed and dynamic relationships 
between the city of Milan and its inhabitants and undergraduate 
students of local universities.
The coordinators set up an educational strategy, considering the 
workshop timing - 3 days -, the number of participants - 150+ 
international undergraduate students and instructors from the 
partner institutions - and the enlarged context: the university 
campus within the whole city of Milan. 
Milan is, above all, the property of its residents, who shape 
the city’s attitude by reflecting in it their personalities. Citizens 
have the power to shape and modify the urban environment 
according to their behaviour and their attitude. So, starting 
from this point, the students have been divided into 12 groups 
to work on 12 stories related to 12 moments of a regular day 
of a student in Milan. Each moment was connected to 12 
significant places in Milan.

2. 
Polimi DESIS Lab (www.desis.polimi.it) is a research team of the Design 
Department of the Politecnico di Milano. The Lab, part of the worldwide DESIS 
Network - Design for Social Innovation and Sustainability  - involves a group of 
researchers adopting a strategic and a systemic approach to design, particularly 
focused on design for services and interior/spatial design, alongside contributions 
from strategic design, user-centred-design, design for territory, communication, 
economics, planning and sociology. The Lab is involved in several local and 
international research projects and the group runs also post-graduate courses 
and design studios. The team adopts a community-centred design approach 

3. 
In order to give an overall view on campUS project, the research was structured 
in four work packages: WP1: the development of a new community garden on 
common land close to the campus; WP2: the implementation of the web social-
TV involving “NEETS” (young people who are "Not in Education, Employment, 
or Training"); WP3: setting up a mobile pavilion in the neighbourhood to host 
activities by different associations in a four-months period during spring/summer 
2016; WP4: developing an economically sustainable model to support the long-
term continuance of the three previous goals.

The main goals of the workshop were: to gain a deep 
understanding of the features of a city undergoing significant 
transformations due to a large temporary event and of the daily 
life of its inhabitants; and to design temporary settings for the 
12 stories and places presented to the students. The micro-
settings and digital tools designed by students represented 
their interpretation of meaningful connections between the city 
users and the urban spaces and provided the context for a final 
theatrical performance.
These places and these moments were meant to be the 
workshop activity's inspiration and, above all, students and 
instructors were asked to focus on their own experience as users: 
temporary inhabitants living, for the first time, a significant 
place of a renewed city of Milan. The workshop participants 
were viewed as “citizen-students” and were led through some 
“ritual-experiences” in the city: thus becoming immediately 
active protagonists of the city and the way it is lived. The ritual-
experiences were planned to connect a typical daily routine to 
meaningful places in the city:

'Morning Milano: having breakfast at Biancolatte Bakery // City riders: a bike 

tour of the renewed Porta Nuova district // Urban Escape: discovering Cascina 

Cuccagna, a new public space in a 17th century farmhouse // Design pills: a visit 

to Triennale Design Museum // Schiscetta Time: enjoying Mercato Metropolitano 

// Buon appetito: having lunch in the Italian best artisan products temple, Eataly 

// The factory: the FabLab experience // Fan for fun: a visit to San Siro stadium 

// Keep fit: Parco Sempione, a park full of art and history // Chill out: Darsena, 

the urban renewal of the city’s harbor // Aperitivo: the origin of a daily ritual at 

Camparino // Sweet dreams: discovering a special youth hostel, OstelloBello.

These experiences let students increase the comprehension of 
the connection between city users - themselves - and urban 
spaces.
The visits were organized in collaboration with the local 
stakeholders running the places, when possible, and with the 
support of Polimi design students (volunteering staff), while 
the overall GIDE workshop has been designed and organized 
by a structured team within the Design Department: a group 
of academics (professors and researchers) with three final year 
postgraduate students (MSc Product Service System Design - 
PSSD). The team interacted with several stakeholders within the 
Design System at the Politecnico di Milano (i.e. the international 

office, administrative and management staff etc.), sharing 
knowledge and decisions. 

The main goal was to include as wide a range of actors as 
possible in order to create a greater sense of belonging to the 
event itself, and at the same time to let them understand how 
to apply design thinking in a real context. This was a stimulating 
opportunity for the students involved as staff members to 
experience the operating principles of a complex institution, 
such as a university, particularly in relation to the practical 
management of an event. On the other side and by doing so, 
the staff students were involved in the design of the event, 
which means that its management is composed of a complex 
system of tangible elements driven by an overall and clear vision 
of the conducting strategy, which represents the non-material 
and fundamental core of the process.
This scenario comprised a set of elements that allowed the 
workshop participants to really use and know a specific place 
and its related services and activities: the physical elements 
(welcome kits, maps, customized notebooks, etc.); the actors 
(mixed group of students, tutors, one trained volunteer, involved 
stakeholders); and the spaces (actions and interactions, physical 
characters). 
The international students thus received an in-the-field 
experience, designed to let them be immersed in a new context, 
to feel themselves temporarily as part of the city community. 

Participants were asked to design two different outputs from 
their experiences. The first output was the realization of the so-
called “micro-set”, namely a “space-prototype” (a 4m2 plan), 
representing the places and the activities, and communicating 
formal, service and emotional experiences.
The second was the telling of “digital stories”: students were 
required to collect data from the exploration activity to create 
characters for personal narratives, through “a process for the 
design of fictional stories on social media, where the plot 
can guide the narrative and interactive experience” (Piredda 
et al., 2015). The digital stories were published online on the 
GIDE website through a dedicated Tumblr page during the 
event, as micro-stories belonging to the larger collective event 
story4. The micro-settings were “activated” and brought to 
life during the final presentation on the Bovisa campus with 

and its objective is to explore how design can enable people, communities, 
enterprises and social actors to activate and manage innovation processes, 
aimed at experimenting with sustainable, convivial and collaborative ways of 
living and doing. 

DESIS Network (www.desisnetwork.org), born in 2009 from three international 
activities, is a no-profit and cultural association since 2014, is an evolving 
network of Design Labs based in design schools and in design-oriented 
universities operating with local, regional and global partners to promote and 
support social change towards sustainability.

4.
Digital stories were coordinated by ImagisLab, a research team of the Design 
Department, Politecnico di Milano.
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professional performers. Using improvisation, the actors acted 
out conversations with the places and the rituals. Participants 
sat in the middle, surrounded by the twelve sets, while 
performers “gave them life”. The art of improvisational theatre 
thus interpreted the set and the plot written by the student 
participants of the event, who themselves interpreted a city of 
daily rituals, as well as big events. Undergraduate students thus 
become capable of interpreting the urban reality that surrounds 
them, and to reflect on the form it takes.

The overall strategy and methodology
Thus, it is clear that the GIDE workshop in 2015 was designed 
as an event and designed to apply an inclusive educational 
activity as a participatory action. 
The approach the Milano team used to design this event was 
related to the Product Service System Design (PSSD) discipline 
and to Participatory Action Research (PAR), by using and 
applying user- and community-centred design.
A Product Service System (PSS) is a marketable set of products 
and services capable of jointly fulfilling a user’s need (Goedkoop 
et al., 1999) where services are conceived and offered as products 
designed by taking into account a series of economic and 
technological criteria (Manzini, 1993) and considered as special 
artefacts co-created and co-experienced with, by and among 
the users (Meroni, Sangiorgi, 2011). PSSD can be considered 
as the physical evidence of abstract concepts: designing of 
“experiences”, “solutions”, “strategies”, “brands”, means for 
designing several different material or non-material elements 
(Morelli, 2006), through which these concepts are realized.
In 2005, the Politecnico di Milano - School of Design established 
a Master of Science in PSSD aimed at preparing “a highly 
qualified designer able to take on a design role concerning 
the product service system (considered as a blend of products, 
communication strategies, services and spaces used by profit 
and no-profit entities – enterprises, institutions, associations, 
etc. – to represent themselves in an integrated form to their 
reference market) in international contexts in which the 
individual innovation is no longer sufficient to combat increasing 
competitiveness. The fundamental educational objective is to 
offer a wide range of design tools able to provide appropriate 
skills in creatively managing products, services, events, and 

communication strategies in an integrated way”.5 This Master’s 
course considered the project to be a flexible frame of factors 
throughout all the phases of the design process; social and 
anthropological factors meet trends and economic analysis; 
managing tools intersects with materials, shapes and digital 
knowledge; resulting in a complex system of competencies.

PSSD has been used in this educational format together with 
the PAR methodology. PAR is a qualitative research method, 
employed in various fields and settings with a variety of 
approaches and interpretations. It has its origins in the social 
sciences and has been subsequently conceived as a “social 
action and research leading to social action” (Lewin, 1946). The 
main aim is to act for a planned organizational change (Avison, 
Baskerville & Myers, 2007) and to solve real problems, and it is 
applied to real and specific contexts. Rapoport (1970) defines 
action research as an approach that “aims to contribute both to 
the practical concerns of people in an immediate problematic 
situation and to the goals of social science by joint collaboration 
within a mutually acceptable ethical framework”.
The application of such a qualitative methodology in design 
education, research and practice is relevant since all the actors 
involved collaborate in an inclusive way for a transformative 
process and for (systemic) change. The “double challenge” of 
combining both practical action and research potentially leads 
to conflict where the roles of the collaborative members of the 
research team are different (Avison et al., 2007). Researchers 
and participants influence each other in a mutual exchange. This 
is an important point to underline, since most of the criticism 
around the use of this methodology is aimed at the level of 
engagement adopted by the researcher towards the context 
of analysis and at the apparent similarity of the different but 
complementary roles of the actors involved. 
This approach has been applied, as described above, with a 
design thinking process, applying “classroom working to real-
world community needs” (Cantor, 1997), which demands that 
different possibilities are explored through an iterative process 
and that the approach is ethically committed to real world 
issues. It is fundamentally iterative: PAR as a methodology 
and, more specifically, IDEO and DSchool as tool strategies, 
are cyclical and not linear processes. Thus, the students were 
encouraged to develop the project by giving participants 

equal access to information-providing tools, information and 
the capacity to understand what can be done, and involving 
them without preconditions, so as to ensure that decisions and 
outcomes would be shared. In this way, the people involved 
took responsibility for the process by contributing their life 
experiences and acting as agents in an instructive way. A key 
point is that “the participant change itself is the sine qua non of 
social change” (Kemmis & Mctaggart, 2005), thus giving rise to 
subjective empowerment.

Focusing on the GIDE workshop participants, they used, and 
were themselves part of, a designed scenario in which service, 
communication and spatial components were established to 
let them overwrite other stories (through digital and set-design 
tools).
For the main event concept, a transversal “storytelling approach” 
was chosen as the leading element of GIDEMilano2015: a 
tangible and intangible narrative perspective within the overall 
idea of opening the campus to the city: a coherent way to 
tell the story of a “journey” inside the “among+with+for 
students&citizens” theme. This identification was useful for 
understanding the logical steps behind a learning workshop 
activity and in defining the GIDEMilano2015 outputs.
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Tina Hopking

CaB: CREATIVE ADVICE BUREAU

The Creative Design Bureau is based on the 
idea of networking and collaborating with 
others to develop creatively and is aimed at 
citizens, students, educators, entrepreneurs 
and businesses to come together - to create 
new ideas for collaboration in a hybrid 
social public space.  The interior concept 
acknowledges the role that ancillary spaces 
place in allowing serendipitous encounters. 
Rather than thinking of circulation routes 
as mere linkages to more significant spaces, 
the concept explores the notion of only ONE 
main zone within the larger space to encourage 
interaction through a ‘Tunnel Zone’ where 
people travel through to the three distinct 
open plan areas of the building.The main focus: 
Interaction – makingconnectio

EAT WORK PLAY

Eat, Work, Play - for, among, with, us is 
an exploration of new collaborative education 
space designed to be more inviting for the 
public to collaborate with academics and 
students. Informal | formal - explores the 
differences between places that are formal or 
informal but where related tasks might take 
place- e.g. (public) Cafe- (personal) kitchen. 
Each are public/private places where people 
gather to eat, drink or have a chat. In today’s 
technological world ‘work’ can occur outside 
the fixed workplace, almost 'infomrally'. To 
achieve a healthy and welcoming environment I 
wanted to invert the 'formality' of academic 
environments and establish a new informal 
social space where workshops can take place 
with the public.  My process combines painterly 
technique with a spatial concept based on 
theatrical props. I have created several new 
social zones for group study under a giant 
concertina which leads onto a large slopped 
auditorium which provides space to sit for 
discussions or presentations. Two large wall 
elements act as sculptural dividers separating 
a large open dining zone whilst the dividers 
offer a double function as notice/display 
boards. The final zone is a quiet area hidden 
behind the auditorium where you can relax.

Phil Bruce
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Rachel Wright

REFLECTIVE HUB

Reflective Hub is a physical platform where 
virtual and physical students are brought 
together through reflective learning. A drop in 
space serves multiple functions and is flexible 
to support virtual learners who study an online 
course. There are areas for regular informal 
crits. and workshops alongside a child friendly 
space which accommodates individuals who can’t 
seek child care. A contoured landscape connects 
these learning zones. Suggestive seating for 
comfort and creative collaboration helps relax 
individuals who find the academic environment 
intimidating. There is also a buddy system 
in place to connect all students via Skype. 
This addresses the issues surrounding online 
courses, including lack of face to face 
interaction and support. The Reflective Hub is 
designed to create learning opportunities and 
partnerships between its users

SOCIAL CIRCLE

Social Circle reflects on the GIDE CAMPUS theme 
through the lens of a ‘social’ café set in an 
institutional building. It offers a way of giving 
something positive back to the local homeless 
communities in and around Dundee.  According 
to the charity Shelter Scotland,it will take 
six years to clear the current housing waiting 
list. Included in this list are vulnerable 
homeless individuals keen to get back into 
mainstream society.  The design is based on the 
term ‘Homeless Circuits’, referenced by Emma 
Jackson in ‘Young homeless and urban space’. 
‘Homeless Circuit’ was coined by M.Wardhaugh 
and refers to the continual movement and 
displacement of homeless individuals and their 
lack of a fixed base. In response to this notion 
of displacement, the furniture within Social 
Circle rotates around a central pillar and 
interlinks with other elements, resulting in 
a 'social cause and effect’ metaphor played 
out through interior behaviour. This means 
the space is continually changing allowing 
the public to create new settings to best 
suit their needs. Social Circle engages the 
public and encourages communication between 
homeless users and academic audiences -who, 
as researchers, are required to link their 
research to social need. Service design 
strategies were used to develop design ideas 
and highlighted the problems faced by the 
homeless in urban spaces today.

Kirsten Orr

Mavis Frempong

CO+CREATE

Co+Create is about bringing people into a fun, 
collaborative space to work together within a 
former academic space in Dundee. The concept 
is based on a cyclical programme of events 
hosted by DJCAD offering collaborative stage 
for design making event held every semester 
promoting, and hosted by, different creative 
disciplines allowing the public direct 
experiences of design and craft practices. 
At this event, we invite a specific community 
group as co-creators- such as a local group of 
school children, college students or elderly 
- to work with design departments through 
making and using creative processes whilst 
the life experiences, insights and new ways 
of approaching design research challenges will 
allow students important opportunities to learn 
from local communities. Co+ Create is a place 
for social ideas-sharing and a place to give 
back to our community. The main goal of these 
events are to help students better understand 
what communities need.

UNIVERSAL LINK

Educational institutions, and society itself, 
is made up of many international elements. This 
project asks, what common factor might links 
all differnet nationalities and cultures? An 
answer which i explore in this project is the 
concept of play, or more specifically, 'the 
Playground'. My proposal includes a space where 
society can interact with the environment, 
with materials and with each other. Play is 
universally understood; it transends cultures 
and is increasingly part of a design engagement 
process. Play offers a way to reconnect with 
our childhood confidence, to brea down barriers 
and encourage people to communicate face-to-
face. Universal Link is a psace created for 
maximum flexibility. It includes clusters of 
rooms with an open-plan layout and multi-
functional spaces that function as informal 
meeting areas for students and citizens to take 
part in a dynamic team-working environment. 
Universal Link serves as a focal point for 
academia and communities. We need to begin 
communicate again and Universal Link makes that 
possible. 

Nicola Turnbull
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FULL-PAGE IMAGE
21 X 28 CM

300 DPI CMYK

NB: 6 PROJECTS PER SCHOOL

LEEDS COLLEGE OF ART
LEEDS - UK Elise Berdah

‘CHALEUR HUMAINE’

HUMAN WARMTH

The market is the heart and sun of the city.

Firstly, the market is a commercial place. Food 
and products are coming from all over the world 
to be sold there. It is a central place in Leeds 
city life. People travel from the entire city, 
and beyond to do their groceries. Then, it is 
a meeting point. In the market, they meet with 
their friends. They walk around, chatting with 
strangers, tenants or acquaintances. Lastly, 
the place is always in movement. Products are 
constantly arriving. People are constantly 
passing through. The place lives. I tried to 
express these three ideas in my design, mixing 
the map with colour.

I would like to show the markets aura. It is a 
central place and its ‘influence’ never ends. 
This point is illustrated within the map, it 
doesn’t end, similar to the market’s radiations. 
The expansion is also illustrated by the 
evolution of the map: from a really detailed 
center to a larger view. The composition and 
the colours are dynamic like the market; which 
is constantly moving. The bright colours were 
chosen to catch the attention. Also to echo 
those used in geographic temperature mapping. 
The colours are expressing human warmth. 

.............................................

The Leeds CampUS brief was run as a live 
competition. The image below shows Elise's 
winning design installed in the markets.
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Katie Emeny

LEEDS OWLS

The idea for this design came from a conversation 
I had with a woman I met in Leeds Market who 
originally came the Bronx in New York City. she 
talked about how important she felt owls were 
as a symbol of leeds. 

Owls are found in many places around the city: 
on plinths; in the coat of arms; and most 
famously on the roof of the Civic Hall.

Within my design I’ve used patterns which I 
found in the Art Nouveau iron work of the 
market.

I wanted to capture the mix & match feel of the 
market, and create something which appealed to 
all viewers, my choice of bright colours was to 
stay in keeping with the markets new aesthetic. 

I have portrayed the Leeds Owls as mischievous 
and playful interlopers staking their claim on 
this new part of Leeds.

Rhiannon Gorman

CULTURE FLORA

The initial influence of these panels was the  
architecture of the markets. I also decided to 
incorperate the Yorkshire Rose, not only is 
it a beautiful design, but it is a  signature 
stamp of Leeds itself. Through research and 
speaking to the people of Leeds one I learned 
that manyof them are very proud of their roots 
and I hope this would please viewers. 

For the central panel I chose to represent 
the diversity of cultures within the market 
by using a variety of national flowers from 
across the globe. This flows nicely from the 
Yorkshire Roses and I hope will communicate how 
the variety of cultures work together as one 
community within the market. 

The third panel it is a mirror image of the 
first as I felt it not only frames the piece 
nicely and adds to the symmetry of the pieces 
but it further communicates how the culture and 
community of the market is very close-knit.
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FACULTY OF DESIGN, 
ASSOCIATED MEMBER OF UNIVERSITY OF PRIMORSKA
LJUBLJANA - SLOVENIA
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Anja Rakun, Doroteja Kavaš, Larissa de Cavwe, 
Matej Mlinar, Mirna Miklić, Teja Vrankar, Žiga 
Deršek, Agnieszka Žuchlińska, Ana Pišot, Nuša 
Švara, Tina Nunar, Živa Turk

HOTEL 4

The concept of the hotel Four is 'Slovenia in 
small', presenting all the Slovenia's regions 
to the visitor. It's situated in Bovec, close 
to various natural attractions. The hotel 
includes features from four Slovenian regions: 
Primorska, Štajersko-Pomurska, Dolenjska and 
Gorenjska. They are simbolically embedded 
into the interior, so that domestic and 
foreign visitors can exeperience Slovenia as 
a whole. The regions are presented through the 
architectural details and the selection of 
materials, patterns and colors. The restaurant 
offers typical regional dishes. Five stores 
include: a sport store, a clothing store, 
pharmacy and a gift shop selling regional, 
domestic products. 

LUFT HOTEL

The Luft Hotel is located in the forest 
near the Biotechnological university campus. 
Its basic idea is to promote Slovenia's 
characteristics and to connect tourists, 
local community and nearby students. It 
is a place where many cultures collide and 
new friendships are made. In it there is a 
shopping street with specialized shops and 
markets selling traditional Slovenian food and 
promoting farms. There the agronomy students 
have their own stall too. The traditional craft 
is displayed and turists can learn a special 
technique by taking a course. The gallery in 
the hotel exhibitits art works of Slovenian 
artists and art students. Reading events by 
the the students of The Academy of Theatre, 
Radio, Film and Television are held in the 
hotel's library. 

Nicole Jerič, Tita Petrovec, Enya Caserman, 
Lara Perša, Fiona Sivka, Lea Rejc, Patricia 
Isabella Savron, Tina Vraneš, Alja Satošek, 
Tomaž Grosman
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Lea Dolenšek, Ika Ugrin, Anja Črnič, Mateja 
Rogelj, Nika Kobav, Alexa Portolés Ruppel, 
Klara Zupančič, Tara Drev, Mateja Drenik, 
Julija Divjak

HOTEL FLECTUM

Hotel Flectum is a hotel, connecting business 
and fashion world together. Congress rooms can 
serve for business, hotel guests and student's 
meetings. Fashion is thoroughly integrated in 
the hotel through the shopping lane, while the 
fashion shows and other related events take 
place in the reception open area or cafeteria. 
In any of the provided areas the students 
will have weekly meetings where they will be 
able to exchange their ideas, thoughts and 
having discussions with renown architects and 
designers. We draw inspiration for the indoors 
from curved architectural forms of one of the 
most famous female architects, Zaha Hadid. 
Organic lines were used in the interior as well 
as in hotel's logotype.

HOTEL CANVAS

The Canvas Hotel concept unites the comfort 
of a hotel and the art student's creativity. 
The hotel's main guests are young creatives, 
painters, designers, culinary enthusiast, ... 
The unofficial slogan “Leave a mark.” calls to 
an action. In every room there is a blank canvas 
- a panel produced by the Slovenian company 
Trimo, expecting the guest to express himself. 
Every guests and the local art students co-
create hotel's interiors and exteriors with 
their own inteventions. Selected panels are 
exhibited monthly. Once a year the best works 
are mounted on the constantly changing facade. 
Displayed as its integral part they reflect the 
artistic spirit of the times. Everybody has a 
chance to sell his artwork, promote himself or 
build his own brand. Simple, geometrical shape 
slippers, named BLANK, are inspired by the art 
works of the Slovenian constructivist August 
Černigoj. They are given to every guest who is 
encouraged to make his unique pair.
 

Naja Gerjol, Anže Zaplotnik, Niko Koderman,
Žan Andolšek Ružič, Matic Ritonja, Eva 
Vrhovski, Katarina Fras

Tihana Hajdninjak, Anamarija Virant, Sunčana 
Vivoda, Patricija Živec, Urška Artič, Anja 
Tomažič, Helena Mikolj, Nino Kolmanič, Ana 
Slak, Klavdija Kolman, Kristina Humar

HOTEL AWEN
Hotel Awen is designed for single women and 
men, who would like to meet new people in 
the absence of technology and the internet. 
A special feature of the hotel is a wall 
with blank pieces of paper, where the guests 
are given a place and a chance to describe 
themselves, either by drawing or writing. The 
reception and the atrium are places where 
the guests can socialize. The restaurant has 
a small stage where professional artists as 
well as music, drama and literature students 
can perform in front of the guests. In such 
a relaxed atmosphere the students can easily 
get in touch with businessmen from abroad. The 
gallery is a place where designers and students 
can showcase and sell their art and designs. 

HOTEL BABYMOON

Babymoon hotel is an original concept based 
on the idea of a place where pregnant women 
will be able to relax and dedicate the time 
to themselves, receiving a professional care 
and necessary education just before the baby 
is born. The pleasant ambient will be the 
place of sharing tips and experiences with 
other expecting women. The hotel complex will 
also include caffes and specialized stores 
selling maternity and baby gear as well as 
an ecologically oriented grocery store. The 
entrance, not limited to hotel guests only, 
would enable close interaction among them and 
the local community.

Ivana Rajko, Rok Roudi, Tina Štefančič, 
Valeska Gaber, Lucija Potočnik, Tjaša Gole, 
Nina Kogoj, Concha Rodrigo, Nika Udovič, 
Nuša Cvjetičanin, Tadej Potočnik, Maja Novak, 
Sara Šrimpf
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SUPSI
UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES AND ARTS OF 
SOUTHERN SWITZERLAND
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Arianna Radice

SCENOGRAPHY

The theme of my work is the design of a music 
room; the image where I started is “theatre”. 
My idea is to stage everytime a show. For these 
reason I have decided to create panels placed 
along the two short sides of the hall. They 
have the function to divide the space, the 
one part is receiving a storage room, where to 
deposit tools and materials, while on the other
side the panels have the function of protection 
from the sunlight. In both cases they have 
noise absorbing function. I have designed the 
panels rotating with 3 shots to adapt to the 
needs of light; for sound problems and also to 
emphasize even moore the versatility of the 
world of the stage.

CUTE CUBE T.

I developed a project about the study room 
furniture for a middle school. The character 
researched was about a domestic environment 
and one of the characteristic is the tissue 
coating on the floor. My will was to design a 
support to study; perceived as a toy on a long 
carpet instead of a classic table. The parts 
interlocking emphasize the game theme like the 
used material. The internal in aluminium and 
the outer in wood, like was a shell, make 
appear the object like two table in one.

Barbara Lupusella
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Julia Ania Baur

BLERANDA

My project is about a Treasure, the Secret 
in the imagination of a place with books, a 
Library in a Square, a contrast, were the 
volume of the book shelf becomes the place were 
to keep the best you have to know. It looks 
like a sacral place: the Ka’aba. But what is
really sacred in the Universe is man and not 
the Kaaba or the Church of the Trinity but 
Mankind. The Kaaba, is a cuboid building where 
the Black Stone, the main relic of Moslems 
is stored. My bookshelf cube is a building 
in a building. The school, the library, the 
bookstorage and finally the Legiuna Gneiss stone 
in the basement of the tubular structure of 
my construction build in a regional furniture 
factory, Sara. The doors invite the students to 
step inside and discover the secret and then to 
step out and read on the steps of the Piazza.

MOBILE

The project is located at the 1st or 2nd floor 
of the school on the side of the big balcony 
surrounding the intern courtyardy. The piece 
of forniture is designed to meet the needs 
of the school students who are going to read 
magazines. It consists in two main parts: the
1st part faces the transition zone, and the 
students can pick up and flip through the 
magazines while standing.
In the 2nd part, more reserved and facing 
the wall, the students can sit and read the 
magazines. This piece of forniture evokes a 
car, thanks to a few elements: it turns out 
to be a unique piece because of the use of 
Corian, a smooth material without joints, and 
also thanks to the light that is switched-on 
automatically,when you sit down.

Samuele Fusini

Valeria Gemetti

FIVE MINUTES BREAK

My idea is to completely change the interior 
character of the building, trying to enhance the 
main entrance space through semi-transparent 
glass wall.
This allowed me to create a brighter,  more 
spacious and contemporary environement.
The inner courtyard is treated as an exterior; 
the space is equipped with benches made of 
local “gneiss” (a  local rock type), referring 
to the external context.
The sitting intentionally contrast with the 
character presented before; very massive and 
material, separated only by layers of glass 
filtering the light.

FRAME

My project is a big furniture within which 
are provided work stations where students can 
study, read or take refuge surrounded by books 
.
Everything happens in a single element , where 
we find stools that take the form of the large 
outer frame, the work stations for the study 
lit up by led lighting, and shelves where store 
the books. For the frame, and the seats I 
used the Corian; a smooth material that forms 
without visible junctions a continuous surface 
6 meters long, dark and intense so as to 
valorise the modular wood elements, creating a 
contrast between the two texture.
This furniture organizes the space in a 
functional way and at the same time creates 
confortable spaces.

Tamara Nanzer
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HOCHSCHULE MAGDEBURG-STENDAL
UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES
MAGDEBURG - GERMANY
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Theresa Goldgrabe | Karla Schröder | Elena Werr

ARTIKULIERT

Our project, in form of a book, is based on the 
topic “Intercultural Campus“.
We assembled different drawings and scribbles, 
that could be found on tables of our most used
faculty room and captured them within pictures
and interviews of the artists.
This unconventional canvas, free of judgement 
and censure, created its own unrestrained 
space, which gives a revealing insight 
into authentic works of different cultures, 
interests and origins.

Course Leader: Insa Arndt

UNIBRAIN

“Let’s play Unibrain” is a dice game for young 
and old, in which the game board represents 
the ground plan of the university of applied 
sciences Magdeburg-Stendal. 
The available questions in this game are based 
on different cultures of foreign students in 
our university. So everyone takes part on 
intercultural exchange by playing this game!

Course Leader: Insa Arndt

Wanting Sun | Helya Atoufian
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Dirka Wieske

DON`T GET ME WRONG GAME

When we communicate, we not only use words, but 
also gestures. 
But people are divided through their languages 
and cultures. One simple misinterprete gesture 
can ruin a conversation.
The idea of this project is to learn about this
cultural differences and to get in contact with
each other using a childrens game with simple
rules.
This game makes it easy to get two know each
other and to start a conversation.

Course Leader: Insa Arndt

ELBERADO

Our class was given the opportunity to design
shelters and huts for a children’s city to 
inspire the visiting kids to live in their own 
make-believe grown-up world.
My personal idea is easily mountable and 
transportable with the focus laying on using 
unplasticised polyvinyl chloride pipes and 
tarpaulins. Because of the modular character 
of this design it is possible to lay out and 
construct a multitude of different shapes with 
sheer endless possibilities to extend, modify 
and rearrange the building.

Course Leader: Martina Stark

Monika Schacke

Carina Röthig

ELBERADO

My personal idea is easily mountable and 
transportable with the focus laying on using 
unplasticised polyvinyl chloride pipes and 
tarpaulins. Because of the modular character 
of this design it is possible to lay out and 
construct a multitude of different shapes with 
sheer endless possibilities to extend, modify 
and rearrange the building.

Course Leader: Martina Stark

ELBERADO

In the project Elberado we had the opportunity 
to develop new concepts of houses, which you 
can  built quickly and easily.
My personal design idea is based on a folding 
principle. This allows an easy transport with 
any other small single pieces, which can get 
lost. The shape of the triangle ensures a lot 
of stability to the tent. The material should 
be lightweighted, environmentally compatible 
and waterproof. So I decided to use TPU coated 
nylon. The triangular shapes are stabilized by 
aluminum bars. The triangles are combined by 
Velcro fasteners.
Because of the folding principle it is possible 
to construct a multitude of different shapes.

Course Leader: Martina Stark

Madeline Lindig
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Tim Brøuns | Yiqun Fang | Jordin Mees |

Janice Paesmans

CAMPUS SQUARE

A place where students and locals can interact 

with each other. To render the campus more 

attractive and approachable, the design offers 

a park with different facilities where people 

can relax, enjoy a drink, see exhibitions, 

visit mini-markets selling local products, and 

participate to activities organized by both 

students and locals. These can take place in 

and outside the pavilion that is placed in the 

centre of the park. The design of the park 

contrasts with its surroundings, which have 

heavy traffic and large buildings. Organic lines 
provide a restful place and a natural path 

between the campuses. The levels create sitting 

places and get lower towards the Dijle (a river 

that flows true Mechelen). 

HOME BASE

Would you feel safe as a female refugee 

traveling to Europe leaving home for a strange 

country, different people and another culture, 

with men who have other standards? The aim 

of the Interior & Furniture design project 

is to offer female refugees a safe place to 

stay, a place where they feel accepted, a space 

that feels like home. Everybody deserves a 

safe home. From this perspective the design 

campus offers a temporary village where they 

can rebuild their life. Cardboard was used as 

main material. Cardboard is lightweight, easy 

to change and 100% recyclable. Besides the 

private homes there are several public spaces, 

a park, a lounge and a ‘cafe’.

Phaidra Schwetz |Ezra van Hassel |

Vivi van Aert
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OUTSIDE IN

MAIKEN BLOKZIJL |LOES DECKX |

PIEN VAN HANNEN

MOVE-IN BOX

Jamal Sas (B) |Jenny Niëns (NL) |
Duren Moodley (SA) |Hanne Schelkens (B)

Lotte Eggers |Büsra Özarda | 

Clara Pendeville |Maxine Ritzen

SALAAD

SHARING IS CARING

The aim of the project was to provide shelter 

for refugees at the design campus. We started 

to think about what they would do all day 

and what we can do to help. What we did, 

was turning the garden at school into a big 

vegetable garden. The refugees take care of 

this garden and with the vegetables, they 

can make their diner. This can be a way to 

integrate. We had to design their sleeping 

spots. We searched for an abandonned place 

in our school, which we thought could use an 

improvement. We also designed a place where 

refugee and student could meet, talk and eat. 

The vegetable garden is an efficient design. A 
path to de documentation library , the garden 

house and the smaller garden was necessary 

. According to those lines, we designed the 

vegetable garden itself.

Christophe Dierckx |Dimitri Dierckx |

Michelle Homburg

The focus of this  interior & service design 

assignment is on the design of spaces/objects 

and services/experiences for the learning 

space of the future. The real-life client, 

the Teacher Training Department of Thomas 

More challenged the designers to transform a 

traditional, existing learning and teaching 

environment into an innovative learning space 

that enhances new dynamics, new learning 

strategies and interactions between students, 

teachers, children, alumni and external 

stakeholders. Special attention goes to the 

school as public space. 

The project OutsideIn converted the existing 

spaces into a place where toddlers, teachers 

and the people of the surrounding communities 

can interact with nature. A place where you 

discover new things and dares you to push your 

boundaries. A place where you come to rest.

Outside in, that is how a future classroom 

should look like.

The idea is to capture a number of refugees on 

school campusses, wishing to continue their 

studies / training.

We have designed boxes where students can 

stay. There is space to work , sleep , relax 

and to store. Cooking and care facilities are 

available elsewhere within the school campus.

Teachers / students can help and guide them 

during their stay. This gives them a warm 

welcome and they meet many new people.

The boxes are flexible and portable. They can 
easily be placed at various campuses. On campus 

Lucas Faydherbe in Mechelen, there is room for 

four boxes in the lobby. This space is normally 

used as a exhibition space for students. In 

order to maintain the function of the space, 

the boxes are provided with presentation 

panels. When the boxes aren’t used, you can 

put the boxes together and the space can still 

be used as exhibition space.

‘Salaad’ is a healthy snack bar located on 

the Faydharbe campus of Thomas More University 

College. The purpose of this bar is to 

bring students of the different campuses of 

the college together with the citizens  of 

Mechelen. The bar is open during schoolhours 

and is accessible for everyone as the entrance 

is on the street side of Zandpoortvest. The 

space contains two parts. The first space  is 
the bar, where you can order sandwiches, salads 

and smoothies. You can choose the ingredients 

to make your own meal from the menus hanging 

on the metal structure above the bar. At the 

back of the bar there is a self-service counter 

where you can take your salads and fruits, but 

there is also a takeaway service available. In 

the second space on a lower level are tables 

and different chairs to enjoy your meal.
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Giulia Canziani, Sara Consonni, Livia Failoni, 
Simone Luijben, Alice Massari

STRIPES

The project finds its challenge by questioning 
the shop owners of the district about their 
relationship with the campus. 
It comes out that the campus and its users are 
completely separated by the district ones. Our 
goal is to design a connection between these 
two communities: 'Stripes' has been placed at 
the entrance of the campus to make students and 
shop owners get to know each other through six 
poligonal structures - meant to be places for 
temporary shops, temporary work stations and 
temporary exhibitions - and through a striped 
long panel providing foldout sits and tables.
These elements are placed at the entrance and 
along the present border dividing the old and 
the new part of the campus. 

INTO

This project is located behind the historical 
“Ceretti & Tanfani” gate (the entrance of 
the former industry located in the campus 
buildings).
To emphasize it the gate’s shape has been 
replicated four times, using the “american 
beams” system. The structure is dry assembled 
and realized with the “Layher” system elements. 
The whole building is 11x20 meters, two floors: 
at the ground floor showcases and screens are 
located to show information about the campus 
and the district upcoming events and news; at 
the first floor, PoliRadio’s headquarters and a 
rest area complete this point of connections.

Filippo Coccolo, Matteo Fanti, 
Yu Chun Hsieh, Nara Lee



Sofia Fernandes, Silvia Foresti, Gaia Frontali, 
Michela Iacovelli, Clara Marcolin

XILO

Xilo provides the campus with three external 
places supporting students and professors with  
dayly rentable services through an online 
application: 'To Eat' area - to take the lunch 
box booked at the local shops, also provided 
with seasoning and oven -, 'To Meet' area - for 
meetings - and 'To Wait' - a rest place.

UPSTREAM

Upstream is made of two different typologies 
of spaces: eight boxes in-between the green 
area and one of the entry path and a platform 
to live the campus in a not-conventional way. 
The boxes are designed to carry out different 
functions: a marketplace for students and 
citizens, a co-working area and a storage 
providing tools and furniture, to let people 
use the green area in their own way. 
The platform is conceived as a place to 
“recharge” the mind and the body, to relax and 
to find new ideas.
A new perspective to simply live the campus 
upstream.

Rianne Kaljee, Gaia Marchesini, Maddalena 
Mazzocchi, Francesca Patrini, Gaia Sperotto

Sara Frigerio, Isada Kultavarakorn, Ario 
Mezzolani, Giulia Poletto, Giulia Pozzi

THE LINE

'The Line' project aims at highlighting walking 
and rest moments at the Bovisa Campus, re-
shaping the brand-new people flows and habits in 
the new campus shape.
The project includes a touch screen area with 
information about the campus upcoming events 
and the most iconic moments of Politecnico 
history, a green wall, a 'walk of fame' of 
Politecnico Alumni,and a new living area 
including a long table and a wall with portable 
chairs close to the existing canteen.

WELCOME HOME

The goal of this project is to knock down 
the barrier between the neighbourhood and the 
campus in strategic building since accessible 
from the outside and inside the campus. 
Temporary rooms for students (sort of last 
minute working places) and co-working areas 
for both students and the neighbourhood, both 
provided with kitchens and studios.
We tried to answer to some of the students’ 
needs, providing them with new services and 
creating a “home without barriers”, so that 
also the citizens can find new spaces and new 
means to use the campus.

Silvia De Bellis, Emilia Salerno, Lydia 
Sinibaldi, Cristina Viganò, Esteban Wittinghan

14:00 15:0013:3011:00

23:00 18:3018:45

He goes to the B4 building He uses the kitchen
to cook for lunch

After eating, he starts studyngMarco reserves a “last minute”
room through Online Services

on Politecnico website

When he stops studyng,
he goes to sleep

He continues to study Marco opens the room door
with the university badge

He goes to the “sleePoli”
according to his book
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Feng Pu Yan Qingqing  Zhao Ming  Zhen Yichao  Zhang Wei 

EYELAND 

A system of smart technology facilities and 
virtual reality experiences aims to provide 
tracking and communication tool, enjoyment and 
motivation for night runners on campus.
During the traditional running in our 
campus,runners often repeat same routes,which 
is very boring.Besides,the lighting facilities 
is not enough,therefore the runners have to 
run in the dark,which easily leads to some 
accidents.There is no first aid supplies nor 
fresh water in the playground,and runners 
couldn’t find a seat to have a rest along the 
road.
Now runners will enjoy the virtual reality 
games through our design.In addition,there 
will be light provided by the street lamps,and 
runners will have easy access to basic medical 
services by opening the lamp poles.What’s 
more,in the space center fresh water is sup- 
plied, and there are different types of rest 
places for runners to choose from.

MAGIC MIRROR 

MAGIC MIRROR,smart shopping online.
It is a virtual experience system with leisure 
function  based on " frontprojected holographic 
diaplay" and" somatosensory interaction 
technology" including app, product and space 
design. 
The problems had our attention.The way of 
shopping online is not good for health 
especially for eyes, shoulder and waist. A lot 
of university students are addicted to shopping 
online and spend over money on it but less time 
with friends and families. The current process 
is difficult for shopper to select, conpare, and 
make the right decision. Unsatisfying shopping 
online experience will spend extra delivery 
money and time.
So the opportunity is to find a healthy way of 
shopping online. The magic mirror experience 
center composed by outdoor cafeteria, Magic 
Mirror experience zone, entertainment zone.   
The Magic Mirror has five main function:  
personality browsing, virtual fitting, real-
time sharing, economic reminding. The app 
has five parts including the shopping cart, 
campus group purchase, the flea market, fashion 
information and reservation.

Be Jingyue  Shen Zilan  Chen Zheni  Tian Zhenhao  
Liu Yue 
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Sun Xiaotong  Tao Jing  Hua Yuzhou  Sun Shu  Xu Xiaoyan

LAST MILE

LAST MILE Express Service System aims at the 
healthy express service on campus.
The new service system includes a series of 
products, an app, a redesigned space to provide 
an efficiency, relaxing, and healthier ueser 
experience for the workers and customers.
The systerm composed by app,products,and 
space.The products include shelf,U-shelf,smart 
container, and robot. This space design makes 
the students, staff, package can be very good 
in this space activities, noninterference, 
neat and efficient, make the mood cheerful.

AI-WOO 

AI-WOO project which slogan is bound by love 
is an advanced system which provides a unique 
level of companionship between students and 
stay animals.
Project AI-WOO contains many different design 
solutions as mentioned including a shelter,an 
app,a smart collar,and a photo printing 
station.We designed the shelter not only for 
the basic needs of the animals, but also to 
allow people to be bound together by love. They 
can have a nice stress-relieving experience 
with animals while also socializing and joining 
a community of individuals who have the same 
interest. AI-WOO provides a unique solution to 
the co-existence between people and animals 
and the health problems faced by many students 
with the help of high technology.

Liu Yunxing  Shi Qianying  Chen Tian  Virosh  Liu Ronghao

Yang Jiming  Chen Xinqi  Shen Yihao  Zhou Linyi  Zhang    
Jingyuan

PLANT EMOTION

In this program, we conducted a research 
focusing on health and campus life.We find most 
of colleges in Jiangnan University prefer to 
stay in dorm and chat by phone or computer.  
They stay away from the real world.
So we want to do something and encourage them 
to go out and increase the contact to the real 
world. 
Our purpose is providing a natural and relaxing 
environment to college students and encourage 
them to go out and contact nature by planting.
To achieve our purpose, we designed 7 touchpoints 
which contains an APP, a bar counter, a control 
platform, a receptacle, a pergola, a seed shelf 
and a service center. 

A+ 

A+ is a system of campus first-aid treatment 
which based on the current problems in school 
medical treatment.
There is the problem statement.Lack correct 
immediate diagnosis when emergency situation 
appears which makes the illness worse. Lack 
communication between students and hospital 
especially when one need to revisit to a doctor.
Students lack self-saved knowledge. People 
always forget to take their medical record when 
go to the hospital. The campus hospital is far 
from the school and dormitory, which is not 
convenient and time-consuming when emergency 
accidents happened. One always deal with their 
wound in a wrong way.  
A+ is aimed at the campus emergency, whenever 
and wherever possible to provide humane system 
of emergency diagnosis advice and treatment.
The function of the app includes conecting with 
doctors, locating the clinics, medical record, 
popularizing health knowledge.
The function of the clinic includes providing 
timely and scientific diagnosis, providing firdt-
aid guidance to hospital online, providing 
patients a comfortable space.

Wang Xiaohuan  Tao Haiqing  Yang Lirong  Zhang Chong  
Ni Zanmin
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DUNCAN OF JORDANSTONE COLLEGE OF ART & DESIGN
UNIVERSITY OF DUNDEE
SCOTLAND 
Department of Interior & Environmental Design 
GIDE Coordinator: Andy Milligan 
T: +44 (0)1382 385 303   F: +44 (0)1382 385 363
www.dundee.ac.uk/djcad/
email: a.milligan@dundee.ac.uk

LEEDS COLLEGE OF ART
LEEDS, ENGLAND
GIDE coordinator: David Collins
T: +44 (0)113 2028121   F: +44 (0)113 2028102
www.leeds-art.ac.uk
email: david.collins@leeds-art.ac.uk

FACULTY OF DESIGN, LJUBLJANA
Associated member of University of Primorska
Ljubljana, SLOVENIA 
INTERIOR DESIGN DEPARTMENT
GIDE Coordinator: Assis. Prof. Petra Bole, MA
vice-dean for artistic activities
T: +386 59 23 5005   F: +386 59 23 5012
www.fd.si
email: petra.bole@fd.si

SUPSI
UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES AND ARTS
OF SOUTHERN SWITZERLAND
Lugano, SWITZERLAND
Head of bachelor of Arts in Interior Design: Pietro Vitali
GIDE Coordinator: Isabella Vegni
T: +41 (0)58 666 63 00 F: +41 (0)58 666 63 09
www.supsi.ch/dacd
email: info-ai@supsi.ch

HOCHSCHULE MAGDEBURG-STENDAL
University of Applied Science
Magdeburg, GERMANY 
Department of Engineering and Industrial Design
GIDE Coordinator: Marion Meyer
T: +49 (0)391 8864 568 F: +49 (0)391 8864 243
www.hs-magdeburg.de
www.gestaltung.hs-magdeburg.de
email: marion-j.meyer@hs-magdeburg.de

THOMAS MORE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT
BA Interior & Design - Campus Lucas Faydherbe
Mechelen, BELGIUM
GIDE Coordinator: Nansi Van Geetsom
T: + 32 15 369240   F: +32 15 369249
www.thomasmore.be
email: nansi.vangeetsom@thomasmore.be

POLITECNICO DI MILANO
SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Milan, ITALY
Design Department
GIDE Coordinator: Davide Fassi
T: + 39 02 2399 5853 F: +39 02 2399 5977
www.design.polimi.it
davide.fassi@polimi.it

SCHOOL OF DESIGN 
JIANGNAN UNIVERSITY
Wuxi, CHINA
GIDE Coordinator: Miaosen Gong
T: +86 510 85501491
http://www.sodcn.com/en/index.asp
email: miaosen.gong@gmail.com


